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Abstract

The advance of artificial intelligence technologies has enabled chatbots to be emotionally responsive. Expressing empathy constitutes a
critical component of emotional responsiveness often required for human service employees, but the impact of chatbot-expressed
empathy is underexamined. In this research, we investigate the effect of service chatbots’ empathy expressions on customers’ service
evaluations. Extending the social perception literature, we propose that an empathic chatbot may not always be perceived by customers
to have greater warmth, and it can backfire under certain situations. Specifically, when a cue that undermines a chatbot’s competence
(e.g., chatbot failure) is salient, chatbot-expressed empathy hurts service evaluations by decreasing the perceived competence of the
chatbot, which spills over to the warmth perception. On the other hand, when such a cue does not exist, chatbot-expressed empathy
enhances service evaluations by increasing the perceived warmth of the chatbot, which spills over to the competence perception.
Results from three laboratory experiments provide evidence for these predictions. Our theoretical framework and findings illuminate
the more nuanced role of empathy expressed by service chatbots, and they offer practical guidance for companies on when they can
benefit from deploying empathic chatbots.
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Management, Journal of Management Information Systems, Journal of the Association for Information Systems, and other academic
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at Scheller College of Business in 2022.
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